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Lunar Trailblazer follows up one of the 2000’s most exciting science
discoveries: Water on the Moon
• New examinations of Apollo glasses show the Moon had a ‘wet’
mantle (e.g., Saal et al., 2008, Science)
• M3 (+Cassini/VIMS, +Deep Impact/EPOXI) infrared
spectrometers detect and maps water on the Moon, even on the
sunlit side (e.g., Pieters et al., 2009, Science; Sunshine et al, Science., 2009; Clark et al., 2009, Science)
• LCROSS impact at Cabeus crater shows multiple wt. % water ice
(e.g., Colaprete et al., 2010, Science)

• Other datasets corroborate (LOLA, LAMP, LEND, Diviner, etc.)
(see Hayne et al., 2013, KISS report for review)

What Lunar Water Science can you do with a SmallSat?

• The SIMPLEx-2 Opportunity (July 2018)
• Ride-along missions
• Cost-capped at $55M
• Mass capped at ESPA/ESPAGrande Size
• Seeking “Decadal Survey-level”
science objectives

• Select science questions – particularly in the inner solar system
– are amenable to BIG SCIENCE with SMALL SPACECRAFT
• Water on the Moon is one of those topics

Lunar Trailblazer: Introduction and Driving Motivations
ESPA-Grande Class, Ride-along,
SIMPLEx Mission to the Moon, selected
June 2019
Addresses two major
scientific questions for the
Moon directly from the Planetary Science
Decadal Survey:

OH/H2O absorption (blue)
at 3-μm from M3
(Pieters et al., 2009)

1. How are volatile compounds distributed,
transported, and sequestered in near-surface
environments on the Moon?
2. What are the inventories and distributions of
volatile elements and compounds in...crusts
of the inner planets?

Faustini crater interior (PSR)
from terrain-scattered light
(Cisneros et al., 2016)

In addressing these questions, Trailblazer also blazes a trail for human future exploration by
evaluating
3.

What is the form of lunar water and where are operationally useful deposits of lunar water?

4.

What is the composition of the prioritized exploration zones?

How Lunar Trailblazer Advances the State-of-the Art (1 of 2)
• M3 discovered water on the Moon but was not optimized
to characterize it and answer key science questions
• Are certain lunar rock and soil compositions more
enriched than others?
• Does water vary with time?

M3: Water enrichment? Or
thermal correction issue?
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• Lunar Trailblazer is optimized for resolving these
questions by
• Enhanced Spectral Range and Resolution to
unambiguously measure spectral shape and position.
• Simultaneous Measurement of Temperature and
Composition to Resolve Uncertainty in Thermal
Correction
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Importance of Knowledge of Temperature

wavelengths sensed by HVM3
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On the sunlit lunar surface,
proper thermal correction
is necessary for accurate
retrival of water content
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How Lunar Trailblazer Advances the State-of-the Art (2 of 2)
• M3 discovered water on the Moon but was not optimized
to characterize it and answer key science questions

• Lunar Trailblazer is optimized for resolving these
questions by
• Enhanced Spectral Range and Resolution to
unambiguously measure spectral shape and position.
• Enhanced Radiometric Sensitivity for low signal
shadowed regions via active+passive thermal
management

Which
polar
shadows
host ice?
How
much?
Where
exactly?

NASA/GSFC/SVS/Roscosmos

• Which permanently shadowed regions have large
water ice deposits at the surface and which are
“empty” or have less easily extractable hydrated
minerals?

M3 whole-crater averages show terrain
scattered light can be used to find ice
Li et al., 2018, PNAS

Lunar Trailblazer Mission Goal & Objectives
GOAL:
Understand the form, abundance, and distribution of water on the Moon
and the lunar water cycle
1.

Determine the form, abundance, and distribution of H2O and OH across targeted areas in sunlit
portions of the Moon, including variability by latitude, soil maturity, lithology

2.

Test for and measure the possible temporal variations and mobility of H2O and OH

3.

Determine the form and abundance of ice, bound H2O, and OH in permanently shadowed
regions (PSRs) using terrain scattered light

4.

Understand how localized gradients in albedo and surface temperature affect ice and OH/H2O
concentration, including the potential identification of new, small cold traps
BONUS SCIENCE:
Exploration zone reconnaissance for landed missions

Mapping crust lithologic composition

Lunar Trailblazer has two capable, high heritage science instruments
High-resolution Volatiles and Minerals Moon Mapper (HVM3; JPL)

Spatial Resolution < 70 m/pixel
Swath Width > 20 km
Spectral Range 0.6 – 3.6 μm
Spectral Resolution 10 nm

SNR > 100 at reference
Uniformity >90% cross track

Lunar Thermal Mapper (LTM; Univ. Oxford)

Spatial 25 m/px
11 km-swath
Thermal Temp. retrieval 110-400K +/- 2 K
4 broad bands, 6-100 μm
Compo- 7-10 μm
sition 11 channels; < 0.5 μm
SNR > 50 when sunlit

Lunar Trailblazer’s Approach and Data Set
• Enhanced Spectral Range and Resolution: SWIR imaging spectroscopy determines the form,
abundance, quantity of water using unique absorptions in infrared light (OH, bound H2O, H2O ice)
• Multiple time of day coverage<: Coverage at 3 times of day for select targets (LSTs: 0630-1000, 10001400, 1400-1730)
• Simultaneous temperature from HVM3 and from LTM

(subset of 0.6-3.6 μm range shown)

Concept of Operations
• Two pushbroom instruments (HVM3 and LTM), 100±30 km polar orbit, 1 yr. primary mission at the Moon
• Targets at nadir every ~2-months; Same viewing geometry every 6 months →Two opportunities for each time-of-day interval

Target access computed by simulation with science
team-provided target deck
Baseline as-proposed: a “HiRISE-like” approach: 1-2%
of Moon in select locales (limit is data downlink)
Phase A/B study of Communications Enhancement
Option: could instead get closer to global map; will
present NASA with a enhancement option

Summary and Flight System Baseline– Ball Aerospace Integrating
• Ball Aerospace: flight system integration
• Blue Canyon bus and avionics
• Solar Electric Propulsion, Xe propellant*

Deployed Flight
System

• IRIS Radio with DSN*
*ongoing Phase A/B trades, pre-PDR (Sept. 2020)
• Ready to launch: end of 2022
• IMAP (2024 launch), Rideshare confirmed by NASA
Summary
7120.5E Class D Mission
Selected 6/19/19 under SIMPLEx
PDR: Fall 2020
Launch Readiness: Late-2022
Launch Type: Rideshare,
IMAP Heliophysics Mission (fall 2024)
Dispenser: ESPA Grande
Propulsion: Solar Electric
Lunar Orbit: 100±30 km polar
Orbit Duration: 1 year

preliminary iteration

Stowed Flight System

PI – Dr. Bethany Ehlmann, Caltech
Dep. PI – Dr. Rachel Klima, APL
PM – Dr. Calina Seybold, JPL
Flight System – Ball Aerospace
Payload Instruments:
1. HVM3: Imaging Spectrometer (JPL)
2. LTM: Thermal Mapper (Oxford)

LTM

HVM3

ROSA solar
arrays
EPL Thruster

SIMPLEx Lunar Trailblazer Closes Critical Gaps for Lunar Science and Exploration
• Lunar Trailblazer addresses Decadal Survey science, answering
questions about water on airless bodies, paving the way for further
exploration
• Are certain lunar rock and soil compositions or certain latitudes
more enriched than others?
• Does water vary with time?
• Which permanently shadowed regions have large water ice
deposits at the surface and which are “empty” or have less
easily extractable hydrated minerals?
• Bonus science: improved composition for igneous
petrology, thermophyiscal properties; landing site
reconnaissance for future landed missions

• Lunar Trailblazer’s focused investigation provides the key
missing data and is optimized for resolving these important
questions within a cost-capped smallsat mission
• For more info.: trailblazer.caltech.edu twitter: @lunartrailblazr

